
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

 
 

CITIZENS FOR RESPONSIBILITY AND ) 
ETHICS IN WASHINGTON,  ) 
      ) 
 Plaintiff,    ) 
      ) 
  v.    ) Civil No. 17-00599 (APM) 
      ) 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,  ) 
      ) 
 Defendant.    ) 
____________________________________) 
 

PLAINTIFF’S REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION  
FOR A PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION 

 
 Currently a cloud of impropriety hangs over President Donald J. Trump and threatens to 

engulf Attorney General Jeff Sessions, with new and startling revelations emerging on a near 

daily basis.  Just last week in his sworn congressional testimony, former FBI Director James 

Comey spelled out the ways in which the President attempted to interfere with the FBI’s 

investigation of former National Security Advisor Michael Flynn, and alluded to a new and 

troubling reason for the Attorney General’s recusal from that investigation.  In this context, 

virtually every aspect of the pending investigations into the President, his political campaign, and 

their connections to and potential collaboration with Russia to subvert our elections – including 

Attorney General Session’s recusal and increasing questions about his truthfulness and integrity 

– is of vital national importance. 

 That is why plaintiff Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington (“CREW”) 

filed an expedited Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”) request over two months ago for 

documents pertaining to Attorney General Sessions’ recusal from the Department of Justice’s 

(“DOJ”) Russia investigation.  Attorney General Sessions’ own comments at his press 
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conference announcing his recusal raised serious and troubling questions about the true 

motivation behind his recusal.  The Attorney General’s subsequent conduct and new revelations 

have added fuel to that fire.  He participated in the firing of then-FBI Director James Comey, 

even though the President announced publicly he wanted Mr. Comey fired because of the Russia 

investigation, raising questions about the Attorney General’s compliance with the terms of his 

recusal.  More recently, news reports have revealed that the Attorney General apparently had at 

least one other previously undisclosed meeting with Russian Ambassador Sergey Kislyak in 

April 2016, during the presidential campaign, purportedly documented by telephone intercepts 

and confirmed by Mr. Comey in a closed congressional hearing.  Information about the scope 

and timing of the Attorney General’s recusal and the way in which it has been implemented 

could not be more critical.   

 Notwithstanding the clear urgency of this information, DOJ is processing CREW’s FOIA 

request at a snail’s pace.  Although DOJ has yet to release a single document to CREW, it 

quickly made public one of the very documents CREW is seeking here in an effort to quell 

questions about the conduct of the Attorney General that Mr. Comey’s congressional testimony 

raised.  Against this background, DOJ’s claims to be processing CREW’s request “as soon as 

practicable” should not be accepted.   

ARGUMENT 

 1.  DOJ Has Misconstrued CREW’s Merits Argument. 

 DOJ devotes substantial pages in it opposition brief addressing an argument CREW did 

not make, namely that to succeed on the merits of its preliminary injunction motion CREW need 

show only that the government failed to make a determination on CREW’s request within 20 

days.  What CREW in fact argued, based on case law from this district, is that an agency’s 
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failure to respond within 20 business days creates a rebuttable presumption that the agency has 

not processed an expedited request “as soon as possible.”  Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff’s 

Motion for a Preliminary Injunction (“P’s PI Mem.”), at 9-10 (Dkt. 10-1), citing Elec. Privacy 

Info. Ctr. v. Dep’t of Justice, (“EPIC I”), 416 F. Supp. 2d, 30, 39 (D.D.C. 2006).   Thus, DOJ’s 

citation to Daily Caller v. U.S. Dep’t of State, 152 F. Supp. 3d 1 (D.D.C. 2015), Defendant’s 

Opposition to Plaintiff’s Motion for a Preliminary Injunction (“D’s Opp.”), at 8 (Dkt. 12), is 

misplaced.  While the plaintiff in that case was arguing the FOIA required the State Department 

to process its expedited request within the 20-day deadline, as discussed above, that is not the 

argument CREW is making here.  Similarly, in Elec. Privacy Info. Ctr. v. Dep’t of Justice, 

(“EPIC II”), 15 F. Supp. 3d, 32 (D.D.C. 2014), the plaintiff also was claiming a statutory 

entitlement to have its expedited request processed within 20 business days, id. at 37, a claim the 

court rejected as not supported by the statutory text.  Id. at 40. 

 Here, by contrast, CREW, relying on EPIC I, is asking the Court to consider DOJ’s 

failure to process its expedited request within 20 business days as creating a rebuttable 

presumption the agency has not complied with its statutory obligations.  In response, DOJ asks 

this Court to ignore EPIC I as “in tension” with the FOIA, preliminary injunction principles, and 

a decision from the D.C. Circuit, CREW v. Fed. Election Comm’n, 711 F.3d 180 (D.C. Cir. 2013) 

(“CREW v. FEC”), interpreting an entirely different provision of the FOIA.  D’s Opp., at 11.  But  

it is the government’s position that cannot be reconciled with the FOIA and, if accepted, 

essentially would render the expedition provision a nullity. 

 As even DOJ acknowledges, granting a request for expedition creates two obligations on 

the part of the agency:  (1) giving the request priority, and (2) processing the request “as soon as 

practicable.”  D’s Opp. at 9 (quotation omitted).  Thus, by DOJ’s own concession, an agency 
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falls short of its expedition requirements if it merely gives priority to an expedited request; the 

agency also must process the request “as soon as practicable.”  The FOIA’s expedition provision, 

therefore, represents more than a simple “ordering mechanism,” as DOJ contends.  Id.  It also 

dictates how an agency must process an expedited request.  To otherwise construe the FOIA as 

solely an ordering mechanism would negate the second obligation that once given priority, an 

expedited request must be processed “as soon as practicable.” 

 CREW v. FEC does not contradict or undermine this conclusion.  That case presented a 

jurisdictional issue of whether the plaintiff had exhausted administrative remedies and therefore 

was properly in court.  The answer to this question depended on the meaning of the 

“determination” that agencies must make within 20 business days for non-expedited requests.  

The D.C. Circuit construed this term to require agencies to: 

  (i) gather and review the documents; (ii) determine and communicate 
  the scope of the documents it intends to produce and withhold, and  
  the reasons for withholding any documents; and (iii) inform the 
  requester that it can appeal whatever portion of the ‘determination’ 
  is adverse. 
 
711 F.3d at 188.  Further, while the Court recognized making a determination does not require 

simultaneous production, it directed the responding agency to 

  make the records ‘promptly available,’ which depending on 
  the circumstances typically would mean within days or a few  
  weeks of a ‘determination,’ not months or years. 
 
Id. (emphasis added).  Based on this construction, the Court answered the jurisdictional question 

in the affirmative, concluding CREW had constructively exhausted its administrative remedies 

by filing suit after the 20-day period, but before the FEC had made a “determination.”  Id. at 190. 

 Contrary to the government’s arguments, however, CREW v. FEC stands for much more 

than simply a way of ordering requests under the FOIA.  Rather, it defines a central obligation all 
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agencies face under the FOIA – the obligation to make a “determination.”  Agencies bear this 

burden whether or not they are sued under the FOIA, and the filing of a lawsuit does not 

discharge it.  Moreover, at no point did the D.C. Circuit purport to construe the expedition 

requirement, instead focusing exclusively on the 20-day requirement and interpreting that 

requirement within the context of the statutory safety valves the FOIA provides for non-

expedited requests, such as “[t]he unusual circumstances and exceptional circumstances 

provisions.”  711 F.3d at 189.  Thus, properly understood, CREW v. FEC defines a central tenet 

of the FOIA, albeit one that may have particular consequences for non-expedited requests. 

 2.  The Cases DOJ Cites Do Not Support Denying The Requested Injunction Here. 

 DOJ cites a litany of cases to support its claim that courts in this district “routinely deny 

requests for preliminary injunctions,” and should do so here.  D’s Opp. at 8 n.1.  Each of the 

cited cases involved facts not present here.  For example, in Allied Progress v. Consumer Fin. 

Prot. Bureau, No. 17-686, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 67889 (D.D.C. May 4, 2017), the court denied 

a preliminary injunction motion because the plaintiff had not shown it was a “person primarily 

engaged in information dissemination,” id. at *13-14, and had not demonstrated either an 

“urgency to inform,” the public, id. at *14-15, or a “substantial public interest in the records 

sought,” id. at *19.  In the instant case, by contrast, DOJ concedes CREW’s request satisfies 

each of these factors.  Moreover, the court in Allied Progress recognized explicitly that “the 

time-sensitive nature of a FOIA request may suffice to meet” the irreparable harm requirement 

for a preliminary injunction.  2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 67889 at *17.  As discussed infra, CREW 

has demonstrated that harm here.  Landmark Legal Found. v. EPA, 910 F. Supp. 2d 270, 279 

(D.D.C. 2012), is equally inapposite.  That case presented the issue of whether the plaintiff was 

entitled to expedited processing, not whether the agency was processing an expedited request as 
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soon as practicable. The court concluded the plaintiff had no likelihood of success on the merits 

because it had not shown it was a “person primarily engaged in information dissemination, id. at 

276, and there was no “urgency to inform,” id. at 277.    

 Likewise, in Wadelton v. Dep’t of State, 941 F. Supp. 2d 120 (D.D.C. 2013), the court 

denied the requested preliminary injunction because the plaintiff had not shown an “urgency to 

inform.”  Id. at 123.  The requested information was not part of “‘a breaking news story of 

general public interest,’” as agency regulations require, and instead the topic of the request 

“appear[s] on a specialized blog . . . read by several thousand people[.]”  Id. (citations and 

quotation omitted).  The court contrasted the case before it with those where “courts have found 

a ‘compelling need’ to exist when the subject matter of the request was central to a pressing issue 

of the day,” i.e., “matters of genuine widespread public concern.”  Id.  Those words describe 

precisely the subject matter of CREW’s request. 

 The two-page unpublished order in Elec. Privacy Info. Ctr. v. Dep’t of Justice, No. 03-

2078 (D.D.C. 2003) (Exhibit 2 to D’s Opp.) is silent on the factual underpinnings of the court’s 

decision, which in any case pertained to a denial of expedition, not a failure to process an 

expedited request as soon as practicable.  Al-Fayed v. CIA, No. 00-202092, 2000 U.S. Dist. 

LEXIS 21476 (D.D.C. Sept. 20, 2000), also involved an agency failure to grant expedition and 

the court denied the preliminary injunction motion because the requested information 

“constitute[d] neither a breaking news story . . . nor an issue involving ‘widespread and 

exceptional media interest in which there exist possible questions about the government’s 

integrity which affect public confidence[.]’”  Id. at *12-13, quoting 28 C.F.R. § 16.5(d)(1)(iv).  

Here, by contrast, all parties agree CREW has met the requirements for expedition under the 

cited regulation.  Finally, in the two-page order issued in Judicial Watch, Inc. v. U.S. Dep’t of 
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Justice, No. 00-1396 (D.D.C. June 27, 2000) (Exhibit 3 to D’s Opp.), the court refused to order 

the agency to expedite the processing of plaintiff’s request because the plaintiff had not 

requested expedition, slip op. at 2, unlike here. 

 Far from showing that courts in this district “routinely deny” motions for preliminary 

injunctions, D’s Opp. at 8 n.1, the cited cases stand only for the proposition that under the facts 

presented in each case, the plaintiff could not satisfy the requirements for a preliminary 

injunction.  None presented facts comparable to those here, many involved the entirely separate 

issue of whether the plaintiff was even entitled to expedition, and all share a recognition that 

under the right circumstances, agencies can be preliminarily enjoined in the expedition of a 

FOIA request. 

 3.  DOJ Has Not Established It Is Processing CREW’s Request As Soon As      
      Practicable. 
 
 Looking past DOJ’s attempts to shoehorn this case into a case about whether CREW is 

entitled to expedition, the real issue underlying CREW’s motion is whether DOJ is processing 

CREW’s request as soon as practicable.  DOJ has not presented sufficient evidence to rebut the 

evidence to the contrary, which points persuasively to the conclusion DOJ is stalling, perhaps to 

avoid the political and public scrutiny that disclosure of the requested records likely will cause. 

 The only evidence DOJ offers is the declaration of Vanessa R. Brinkmann (“Brinkman 

Decl.”), attached as Exhibit 1 to its opposition.  While replete with conclusory statements about 

the burden and infeasibility of processing any faster, the declaration lacks sufficient supporting 

factual detail.  For example, although Ms. Brinkmann cites to pending FOIA requests on the 

expedited track and FOIA litigation “involv[ing] document production schedules,” Brinkman 

Decl. at ¶ 8, she offers no details about the breadth of those requests beyond their description as 

“similarly high-profile topics[.]”  Id. at ¶ 16.  Thus, the Court can do no more than speculate 
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about whether and to what extent CREW’s request is narrower and implicates a much smaller 

volume of documents.  Further, Ms. Brinkmann fails to mention whether any of the other 

expedited requests her office is handling involve only one office, as does CREW’s request, or 

instead seek documents from more than one office, thereby requiring broader outreach and 

coordination.  Without these details, this Court lacks a basis to find DOJ is processing CREW’s 

request as soon as practicable. 

 Most glaringly absent from the Brinkmann Declaration are details about how CREW’s 

request has been handled since its receipt on March 6, 2017.  Ms. Brinkmann attests that by letter 

dated March 15, her office “informed Plaintiff that OIP [Office of Information Policy] was 

searching for records responsive to Plaintiff’s FOIA request.”  Brinkmann Decl., ¶ 6 (emphasis 

added).  In other words, as of that date OIP already had initiated an active search for records.  

But she fails to explain when her office completed its “initial searches,” or on what date it 

received records responsive to its supplemental searches.  See Brinkmann Decl., ¶ 19.  Again, 

without these details there is no basis to assess how diligently DOJ has been acting in the months 

following its receipt of CREW’s request, or to excuse its failure to account for a single 

document.  

 This case stands in stark contrast to a case DOJ cites, Elec. Frontier Found. v. Dep’t of 

Justice, No. 06-1773 (D.D.C. Sept. 27, 2007) (Exhibit 5 to D’s Opp.).  After identifying 72,000 

pages of potentially responsive records and reviewing 21,000 of them, the agency posited it 

would finish reviewing the remaining 51,000 documents within three months.  Slip Op. at 5-6.  

Here, DOJ has consumed nearly the same time for its initial review of a request that likely will 

generate significantly less than 100 pages. 
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 Of note, DOJ advised CREW before it filed suit on April 4 that the agency had located 

documents responsive to CREW’s request for five days of the Attorney General’s calendars.  See 

Complaint, ¶ 17; Answer, ¶ 17.  Yet more than two months later, DOJ has yet to account for a 

single calendar entry; the only detail Ms. Brinkmann offers is that the calendars “contain 

approximately 80 individual entries covering varying appointments,” Brinkmann Decl., ¶ 20, or 

an average of 16 per day.  She claims further that processing these calendars necessitates 

consultation with other entities.  Id.  

 As Ms. Brinkmann has attested, however, the volume of responsive calendars is 

relatively small, raising a serious question about why DOJ needs until July 31, 2017, to produce 

all non-exempt responsive records.  See Brinkmann Decl., ¶ 22.1  Nothing in her declaration 

answers this question.  Now that CREW has eliminated personal appointments from its request, 

the justification that more time is needed for consultation makes no sense.  Unless the Attorney 

General’s calendars contain substantive material beyond identifying who he is meeting with and 

the general purpose of the meeting – and Ms. Brinkmann’s declaration is silent on this point – no 

exemption properly would apply.  There simply is no reasonable expectation of privacy about 

meeting with the Attorney General in his official capacity.   

 Indeed, in the past, agencies routinely posted the calendars of top officials, including the 

agency head, recognizing the public’s right to know who policy makers are meeting with.  These 

included the Department of Agriculture’s Food Safety and Inspection Service, available at 

http://www.fsis.usda.gov/wps/portal/fsis/newsroom/meetings/officials-calendar-ofmeetings 

/officials-calendar-of-meetings; the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, available at 

                                                           
1 Ms. Brinkmann also identified June 30, 2017, as the anticipated date for an “interim response” 
of some unidentified subset of responsive documents.  Id.  It is impossible to determine from her 
declaration whether the calendar entries are likely to be produced on June 30, 2017, or whether 
their production will slip to July 31, 2017. 
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http://www.consumerfinance.gov/leadership-calendar/; and the Office of Government 

Information Services, see, e.g., http://web.archive.org/web/20150315225922/https://ogis. 

archives.gov/news-and-events/directors-calendar.htm.  The State Department also released the 

Daily Public Schedule in the past, which included the appointments of the Secretary, Deputy 

Secretary and, as appropriate, Under Secretaries and Assistant Secretaries.  See, e.g., 

http://web.archive.org/web/20170119073148/https://www.state.gov/r/pa/prs/appt/.  Some 

agencies posted calendars of the agency heads in their electronic reading rooms:  calendars of the 

Secretary and senior officials at the Department of Homeland Security can be found at 

https://www.dhs.gov/foia-library; calendars for the Secretary of the Interior are available at 

https://www.doi.gov/foia/os/secretarial-schedules; and the calendars of former Attorney General 

Eric Holder can be found  at https://www.justice.gov/oip/available-documents-oip.  Even the 

White House under President Barack Obama released its visitor logs, although President Trump 

has discontinued this practice. 

 Ms. Brinkmann’s timing calculations also cannot be reconciled with the circumscribed 

nature of CREW’s request.  If Ms. Brinkmann has accurately stated when DOJ began its search – 

some time on or before March 15 – the volume of responsive documents should be fairly small, 

as courts have found the date a search commences establishes a reasonable cut-off date.  See, 

e.g., Public Citizen v. Dep't of State, 276 F.3d 634, 644 (D.C. Cir. 2002).  Ms. Brinkmann’s 

declaration sheds no light on what cut-off date DOJ is using for CREW’s request. 

 Beyond calendars, CREW seeks copies of documents effectuating the Attorney General’s 

recusal within DOJ.  To date, DOJ has not provided CREW with any documents responsive to 

this aspect of its request.  At the same time, however, DOJ issued a statement (attached as 

Exhibit 1) discussing the reasons for the Attorney General’s recusal and the timing of internal 
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discussions about the recusal, both subjects of CREW’s request at issue here, hours after Mr. 

Comey’s congressional testimony last week.  This rapid and highly unusual response speaks 

volumes about the agency’s lack of good faith in complying with its obligations under the FOIA.   

DOJ’s press statement also noted that on March 2, 2017, the Chief of Staff to Attorney General 

Sessions had sent an email  

  specifically informing Mr. Comey and other relevant Department  
  officials of the recusal and its parameters, and advising that each of  
  them instruct their staff ‘not to brief the Attorney General *** about, 
  or otherwise involve the Attorney General *** in, any such matters 
  described. 
 
A copy of the referenced email is attached as Exhibit 2.   

 Whether this is the only guidance effectuating the recusal remains to be seen.  In his 

testimony before a Senate Appropriations subcommittee on June 13, 2017, Deputy Attorney 

General Rod Rosenstein denied there was a document detailing the Attorney General’s recusal 

because “‘[t]he “department is a hierarchy and so nothing gets to the attorney general about 

matters he’s recused from unless they come through my office.’”  Kyle Cheney and Josh 

Gerstein, Deputy AG Rosenstein Says He Hasn’t Seen Any Reason to Fire Mueller, Politico, 

June 13, 2017, available at http://www.politico.com/story/2017/06/13/rod-rosenstein-robert-

mueller-orders-to-fire-239485 (quoting Deputy Attorney General Rosenstein).  At a minimum, 

there is at least one document – the Jody Hunt email – and likely only one based on Deputy 

Attorney General Rosenstein’s testimony that lies at the heart of CREW’s request.  DOJ’s failure 

to produce it to CREW is inexcusable, and suggests the agency is seeking to control the public 

narrative and protect the Attorney General’s reputation, the only truly “sensitive” issued raised 

by CREW’s request, D’s Mem. at 13, at the risk of violating the FOIA. 
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 This document, coupled with Attorney General Sessions’ comments at his March 2 news 

conference explaining the specific advice he received from his staff on recusal, go a long way 

toward establishing a waiver of privilege.  When the decision maker – here the Attorney General 

–  adopts and discloses the basis for his or her decision, documents reflecting that advice lose 

their protection under Exemption 5 of the FOIA.  See NLRB v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 421 U.S. 

132, 161 (1975); Electronic Frontier Foundation v. Dep’t of Justice, 739 F.3d 1, 10 (D.C. Cir. 

2014).  Therefore, it is reason, not “rank speculation,” D’s Opp. at 20, that supports the 

conclusion the vast majority, if not all, of the requested documents are subject to disclosure. 

 Further, the additional months DOJ claims to need for “consultation,” Brinkmann Decl., 

¶ 20, make little sense here given that Attorney General Sessions not only is the agency head, but 

also the final decision maker.  As such, he clearly can make the call about which, if any, 

documents concerning his recusal decision and his calendar entries should be withheld and why.  

 4.  CREW And The Public Will Suffer Irreparable Harm If Its Requested      
       Injunction Is Denied.    
 
 DOJ’s arguments on irreparable injury pay short shrift to the significant public interest 

disclosure will serve, and the truly extraordinary peril we face as a nation, with serious questions 

pending about the lawfulness of the conduct of both the President and the Attorney General.  In 

these circumstances, CREW’s harm is not, as DOJ claims, rooted in a “subjective opinion of 

what constitutes timely processing[.]”  D’s Mem. at 17.  Rather, CREW (and the public) are 

harmed by the expected five-month delay in providing documents that will answer the questions 

swirling around Attorney General Sessions’ recusal.  This delay is all the more egregious given 

DOJ’s most recent attempt to use one of the documents CREW seeks to defend the Attorney 

General, while continuing to deprive the public of the full story told in the documents DOJ has 

yet to disclose.    
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 DOJ’s decision to grant CREW’s request for expedition signaled its agreement that the 

subject matter of the request involves a matter of widespread and exceptional media interest and 

questions about the government’s integrity that affect public confidence.  As CREW explained in 

its request for expedition (Exhibit A to Brinkmann Decl.) (Dkt. 12-1), “[t]he public needs to have 

confidence that the nation’s top law enforcement officer is holding himself up to the highest 

ethical standards.”  Allowing the questions about the Attorney General’s truthfulness and 

integrity – implicated directly by the latest allegation he had a third meeting with the Russian 

ambassador during the presidential campaign that he never disclosed – to go unanswered for 

months undermines public confidence in the nation’s top law enforcement officer and the 

Department he leads.  The public and CREW’s interests in prompt disclosure also align directly 

with the purpose behind the FOIA’s expedition provision and the “urgency to inform” standard, 

which 

  ‘requires that the information requested should pertain to a matter of  
  a current exigency to the American public and that a reasonable person 
  might conclude that the consequences of delaying a response to a FOIA 
  request would compromise a significant recognized interest.’ 
 
ACLU v. U.S. Dep’t of Defense, No. C 06-01698 WHA, 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 36888, *15 

(N.D. Ca. May 25, 2006), quoting H.R. Rep. No. 104-795, at 26 (1996). 

 Given the seriousness of the questions that have been raised about the Attorney General’s 

truthfulness and integrity, and the extraordinary pace at which the story is unfolding, the delay 

urged by the government would cause real harm in the public square.  Last week the public heard 

testimony from the former FBI Director suggesting Attorney General Sessions’ recusal was 

inevitable.  Mr. Comey explained his decision not to tell the Attorney General about his 

conversations with the President as follows:  “Our judgment, as I recall, was that he was very 

close to and inevitably going to recuse himself for a variety of reasons. We also were aware of 
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facts that I can’t discuss in an open setting that would make his continued engagement in a 

Russia-related investigation problematic.”2  This was followed by news reports that in the closed 

session following his public testimony, Mr. Comey stated “Attorney General Jeff Sessions may 

have had a third interaction with Russia’s ambassador to the U.S. . . . based in part on Russian-

to-Russian intercepts where the meeting was discussed[.]”  Manu Raju, Evan Perez, and Jim 

Sciutto, Comey Told Senators Sessions May Have Met Russia’s Ambassador a Third Time, 

CNN, June 8, 2017, available at http://www.cnn.com/2017/06/08/politics/jeff-sessions-kislyak-

meeting/index.html.   

 Attorney General Sessions himself testified before the Senate Intelligence Committee on 

June 13, 2017.  He denied having any inappropriate conversations with the Russian ambassador.  

On the issue of his recusal he claimed to have met with career DOJ officials as early as February 

10, 2017 to discuss recusal, yet acknowledged he did not finalize his decision until March 2.3  

Moreover, he claimed the sole basis for his recusal was an internal DOJ regulation, 28 C.F.R. § 

45.2, which prohibits DOJ employees from participating in a criminal investigation or 

prosecution if they have a personal or political relationship with any person or organization 

involved in the conduct that is being investigated.  His testimony raises the obvious question of 

why he waited until March 2 to recuse himself from the pending Russia investigation when his 

relationship with the Trump campaign was known as of his first day in office as Attorney 

General.  Further, it conflicts with Mr. Comey’s testimony that the Attorney General was going 

                                                           
2 A transcript of Mr. Comey’s congressional testimony is available at https://www. 
nytimes.com/2017/06/08/us/politics/senate-hearing-transcript.html.   
3 A transcript of Attorney General Sessions’ testimony is available at http://www 
.politico.com/story/2017/06/13/full-text-jeff-session-trump-russia-testimony-239503.   
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to recuse himself “for a variety of reasons,” including one that could not be disclosed in open 

session.   

 CREW’s FOIA request seeks documents that would shed light on this issue and others 

surrounding the Attorney General’s recusal.  To be sure, there is no one imminent deadline to 

which the requested information relates.  Instead, there are multiple deadlines and headliner 

events in this fast-moving contoversy.  Without the requested information, CREW and the public 

will be unable to fully and effectively evaluate conduct and questions that go to the heart of our 

democracy, left instead with only a partial story from information DOJ has carefully curated.   

 Moreover, allowing DOJ to continue at its leisurely pace would undermine a core 

purpose of the FOIA.  The FOIA was enacted “to ensure an informed citizenry, vital to the 

functioning of a democratic society, needed to check against corruption and to hold the 

governors accountable to the governed.”  NLRB v. Robbins Tire & Rubber Co., 437 U.S. 214, 

242 (1978).  In comparable circumstances involving a FOIA request for information on the 

treatment and rendition of detainees, the court in ACLU v. Dep’t of Defense, 339 F. Supp. 2d 

502, 504 (S.D.N.Y. 2004), stated: 

  The information plaintiffs have requested are matters of significant 
  public interest.  Yet, the glacial pace at which defendant agencies 
  have been responding to plaintiffs’ requests shows an indifference 
  to the commands of FOIA, and fails to afford accountability of 
  government that the act requires.  If the documents are more of an 
  embarrassment than a secret, the public should know . . . 
 
 Here, too, DOJ has responded at a near glacial pace, given the narrow scope of CREW’s 

request, on a matter of significant public interest, demonstrating a similar “indifference to the 

commands of FOIA.”  Id.  Government accountability in the present circumstances demands 

immediate access to the requested records.  See Allied Progress, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS at *20 
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(acknowledging “an overriding public interest . . . in the general importance of an agency’s 

faithful adherence to its statutory mandate.”) (citation omitted). 

 5.  The Balance Of Harms Tips Decidedly In CREW’s Favor. 

 The government’s arguments of harm flow from the demonstrably false premise that 

CREW’s request could not reasonably be processed in the preceding three months, and that DOJ 

needs one and one-half more months to complete that process.  This ignores the factual reality of 

CREW’s request, which seeks three discrete categories of documents unlikely to total more than 

100 pages, and the government’s own self-serving conduct, which illustrates when DOJ 

perceives a benefit of getting information out to the public it is more than capable of acting 

promptly.  The most DOJ can muster on the government side of the harm equation is the 

disruption to other pending requests.  See D’s Opp. at 21.  The FOIA, however, already takes 

those interests into account by its requirement that an agency move as quickly as practicable to 

process an expedited request, understanding that necessarily will move some requesters to the 

head of the line. 

 Moreover, the government’s interest in the orderly processing of FOIA requests under a 

regime that grants it discretion on how to apply its resources is outweighed by the more 

fundamental principle that lies at the heart of the FOIA – letting the public know what its 

government is up to.  When, as now, serious questions have been raised by the ethical conduct of 

the nation’s top law enforcement officer, it is difficult to imagine a more critical and pressing 

public interest that would require the answers to those questions to wait for a period of months.  

DOJ has demonstrated it will not wait to disclose information that advances its narrative.  Quite 

simply, the public deserves the full story. 
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 6.  The Requested Preliminary Injunction Is Both Warranted And Within This   
      Court’s Power To Award. 
 
 Finally, DOJ argues a preliminary injunction would not be proper here as it would 

“bypass the litigation process and achieve rapid victory[.]”  D’s Opp. at 23.  This claim reflects a 

fundamental misunderstanding of the nature of FOIA litigation.  Here CREW’s requested relief 

included a request that the Court “[r]etain jurisdiction of this action to ensure no agency records 

are wrongfully withheld.”  Compl., Requested Relief.  DOJ has not challenged this request as 

outside the scope of the court’s powers, nor could it.  See Daily Caller, 152 F. Supp. 3d at 10 

(“where a requester seeks judicial review . . . the agency may continue to process the request, 

and the court . . . will supervise the agency’s ongoing progress, ensuring that the agency 

continues to exercise due diligence in processing the request.”) (citation omitted).  Thus, if the 

Court enters the requested relief, the litigation will continue until any challenged exemption 

claims are resolved.   

 DOJ also raises the specter of a larger tactical effort by FOIA requesters to jump ahead of 

others waiting in the FOIA queue.  D’s Opp. at 23-24.  The more logical explanation is that in 

these extraordinary times, when governmental norms are being challenged and violated daily, the 

public’s critical need for information that would shed light on what our government is up to is 

increasing exponentially.  In any event, CREW’s request for a preliminary injunction stands on 

its own, justified by DOJ’s failure to process its FOIA request as soon as practicable. 

CONCLUSION 

 For the foregoing reasons and those set forth in CREW’s opening brief, CREW’s motion 

for a preliminary injunction should be granted. 

      Respectfully submitted,  
 
           /s/ Anne L. Weismann 
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      Anne L. Weismann 
      (D.C. Bar No. 298190) 
      Adam J. Rappaport 
      (D.C. Bar No. 479866) 
      Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics 
       in Washington 
      455 Massachusetts Ave., N.W., Sixth Floor 
      Washington, D.C.  20001 
      Phone: (202) 408-5565 
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Dated:  June 14, 2017    Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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